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Debate featured in YD 'Meet the Candidates' session
A "Meet the Candidates" ses-

sion, sponsored by The Spectator and the Young Democrats,

in which the ASSU candidates

aired their platforms, was held
yesterday in the A. A. Lemieux
Library Auditorium.
Bill Holland, junior class president and an ASSU presidential
candidate, said, "I want to work
for the students."

ASSU presidential candidate,
said, "I want more input from
the students to find out what
activities they want."

THERE SHOULD be some
changes made in the senate,
Khashogji said. For instance,
"a senator should represent a

certain section of students on
the campus rather than one for
all. There should be more student representation."
For the office of ASSU first
THERE SHOULD be more vice president, candidate Larry
representatives on the Aca- Brouse said, "my job will be to
demic Council and a change in effectively run the senate."
grading system, Holland added.
He also said that more money
"There is too much pressure on
should be left in a general stugrades."
dent fund.
"The ASSU" president is the
number one salesman for the
"STUDENTS NEED someone
students at 5.U.," he said.
that they can come and see with
Harold Nelson, another ASSU their individual problems,"
presidentialcandidate, said that Mark Molina, the other first
he "wants more student involve- vice presidential candidate,
said.
ment."
"
yesterIwill also help work with ASSU CANDIDATES debated issues
"I WOULD like to set up an the senate committees," he day in the A. A. Lemieux Library Auditoradvisory cabinet made up of stated.
ium. All candidates were invited to attend
representatives from various
Lee, a candidate for the
Allen
clubs and Iwant a quarterly re- ASSU second vice presidency,
port of finances to be put in
the paper so students could see said that he "will use what facilities and resources we have
where the money is going," Nel- rather
than using a big budget."
son stated.
Greg Camden, a write-in can"I represent ASSU and Iam didate for the ASSU
second vice
not looking at people as being presidency, explained
his candiblack, white or whatever," Neldacy
large
this
way:
part
"a
son added. "I would like to be
a liaison between faculty and of education is meeting people,
the students and to make some and this is done by having cereffective changes in programs." tain functions that people like
Omar Khashogji, write-in and will turn out for."

—photo by gary rizzuti

the question and answer style "Meet the
Candidates" afterwards,
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Interface 'Should the

Pope Move to Holland?'
Today's Interface seminar,
"Human Freedomand Religious
Authority," or "Should the Pope
Move to Holland?" will be held
from 12:15 2:15 p.m. in the
Chieftain lounge.

-

tor is Fr. John S. Schwartz, S.J.,
history.

QUESTIONS TO BE offered
by the panelists to stimulate
floor discussion include:
Interface seminars are inter1. Does faith require an abdidisciplinary discussions open to cation
of my intelligence and
faculty and students.
freedom?
Seminar panelists are Sr. Di2. Who says the Pope can say?
ana Bader, 0.P., of the Chan3. If the Pope can't say, who
office;
Harmon,
cery
C. Robert
history; Dr. J. Robert Larson, can?
4. Do Ihave a right to do what
sociology; and Fr. William F.
Leßoux, S.J., theology. Modera- my conscience tells me to do,

simply because my conscience
tells me to do it?
5. CAN IBE FREE if Ihave
obligations?
6. Is there a place within the
Church for "loyal opposition"?
for "responsible disobedience"?
7. Is a "democratized" Church
possible? desirable?
The next Interface seminar,
scheduled during spring quarter,
will be "Are Corporate State
Practices of Gathering and
Withholding Information Antidemocratic?"

Newsman's privilege is discussed
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Today's election to decide
ASSU, senate positions
Today is it: V-Day on the S.U.

Vying for the position of secretary are Jan Flom and Jane
Five ASSU positions and four Tobler.
senate seats are up for grabs.
In senate seat five, the fight
Bill Holland and Harold Nel- for votes is between Tracy Call
son are vying for the coveted and Brad Maroni.
positionof ASSU president.
Mike Kelly and Pat O'Carroll,
Omar Khashogji is attempting
apart in the primaries,
to slide into the office via a one vote
are going for stronger showings
campaign.
write-in
With the recent withdrawal of this time in the race for senate
Nick Beritich, the first vice seat six.
presidential contenders are
GOING AFTER senate seat
Larry Brouse
campus.

and Mark Molina.

BATTLING FOR the second
vice presidential spot are Ron
Bennett and Allen Lee. Greg
Camden, who missed the finals
by eight votes, poses a possible

threat as a write-in candidate.
Ken Barroga opposes Tim Sullivan for the title of treasurer.

seven are Mary Ann Cummins
and Don Ward.
The contest for seat number
eight is between Rosemarie

Ferri and Dave Leppla.
Voting booths are in operation
in the Chieftain 9 a.m.-2 p.m.
and in Bellarmine and the L.A.
building 9 a.m>4 p.m.

The ever-increasing problems
that the newsman faces regarding the divulgence of sources of
news were discussed yesterday
in the A. A. Lemieux Library
Auditorium by Sam Sperry, re-

22-day Soviet tour
planned for summer

S.U. alumnus.
"It is essential in a democratic
type of government to have a
free flow of ideas," Sperry said.
"THIS FLOW of information
may be in danger if newsmen
have to start revealing their
sources of information," he added. He was talking about the
recent Pentagon Papers case
where reporters from the New
York Times and the Washington
Post were subpoenaed into
court and asked to reveal
sources of their information.
Sperry said that there is a
need for a shield law which
would give newsmen absolute
privilege in reporting such matters. "Otherwise such information may never get to the pub-

Students, faculty and staff of
the University have a chance to
see the world, via theUSSR and
Austria next summer at a cost
of $850.
Official approval is currently
sought from the Soviet Union for
a 22-day tour by interested
members of the Universitycommunity. The tour will be from
mid-August to mid September
and will be led by Thomas Trebon of the political science de-

porter for

lic," he

the Seattle Times and

-

partment.

PRICE OF THE tour will cov-

department.

in Vienna.
Included in the Soviet portion of the tour will be the historic cities of Leningrad, Moscow and Kiev.
Anyone interested in touring
the two countries should contact
Trebon in the political science
department as soon as possible.
Travelers will be limited to
16 persons. Final visa applications must be made by March
15.

Campaigning soon

Tomorrow set as deadline for
sign ups for all AWS offices

said.

"PEOPLE OBTAIN a great
deal of information through the
news media, whether newspapers, radio or television, about
what is going on in their society," Sperry said. "The need for
unhampered reporting is obvious."
Sperry was a guest speaker at
the Law of the Press class offered through the journalism

er room and board, round trip
air fare and four additional days

— photoby frank beeman

SAM SPERRY, Seattle Times reporter, and S.U. alum, discussed the necessity of an absolute privilege for newsmen.

Tomorrowis the last day for interested women students to sign
up for AWS positions.
Signups are being taken in the AWS office and the office of the
dean for women, both on the second floor, Chieftain.
Candidates for president must be at least sophomores and have
a minimum 2.5 g.p.a.
Any woman with a minimum 2.5 g.p.a. may sign up for the
offices of vice president and secretary.

Sounding board

letters to editor
ISN'T IT a basic tenet of our
vice president. Whose job is it
to assure the obedience of cam- society, a basic freedom that

red actors
To the editor:
Re: the rebuttal to the insulted mother and student:
I'm not going to comment on
the morality of asking an audience member to leave a performance of Rashomon but I
would like to address myself to
the attitude of the cast mem-

paign procedures?
Ican only sympathize with
Mr. Holland's opponents who
must campaign against someone who refuses to abide by
the rules of the ASSU.
Richard Otto

IF CAST members did indeed
react as Thomas Orton has
stated, Ican't say Ifeel sorry
for them. Audiences are indeed
difficult to cope with at times,

To the editor:
An open letter to representative

open letter

bers.

John Eng.
In introducing HJR 196, a bill

allowing contraceptive devices

that what our constitution guarantees? Iremember many PTA
battles over what literature
wouldbe available to the sensiso
tive minds of children
please don't tell me parents do
not care or have a right. It is a
parent's responsibility to guide
the child, and no grossly misguided feeling of responsibility
of the state to force upon children the wishes of a few people,
can replace our freedom.
When you vote for the current euthanasia bill also pending, will you also claim that the

—

and information to be given
minors withoutconsent or knowledge of parents, you maintain
that you have the vote and OK
of the majority in your district great percentage of old people
respectfully re- in your district are authorizing
on this matter. I
quest that you furnish proof of you to say how long they should
this majority before you attempt live? Sincerely,
to reintroduce it again.
Cathleen Gerus
Let's examine for a moment
(Cathleen Garrod 72)
your statement that the people
1220 Boylston No. 303
of your district want this bill.
Seattle, 98101

but the performers should be
mature enough and professional
enough in their behavior not to
let one child throw their performance.
Ifind the attitude of Mr.
Orton a bit cry-babyish. Theater
is for the audience, not the
performers. It is the duty of
the performers to project a littlebit more, to wait out a laugh,
to improvise when necessary.
How would you know what the
Iwonder how the members of people want?
Have you asked
the Rashomon cast would have them?
No one Iknow has so
reacted if they had been with much as
received a letter from
me almost two years ago when you on any issue, not
even a
performed
I
with other high
stand,
you
statement
of
where
school students in a play pre- let alone been asked how they
sented to members of a mental feel! How many of your people
institution.
have you met?
AUDIENCE
us
THE
told
who
A ONE-TIME election stand,
was creeping behind us when, to speak in politician's generaliin fact, the script did not call ties, told those who could go,
for that. True, our concentration nothing. How about those who
was diminished, but we. had to work odd hours, late shifts and
learn to roll with the punches, go to school, those afraid to go
to project, ignore the comments, out at night, the elderly and the
etc.
infirm, the rest of us who missed
If high school students can ac- seeing you
don't we count.
complish this and enjoy themmaintain that you got electI
selves ,Ifail to see why college ed by people not fully informed
students cannot do the same.
about you, by people who had
If this is the fault of the direc- to guess what you stand for
tor, it should be corrected. How- and guessed wrong!
ever, I
do feel that actors themthere, in the voter's pamphselves should take upon them- letIsor any other public commuselves the responsibility of be- nication, anything referring to
ing mature and the responsi- your
interest in having the state
bility of being real actors.
legislate morality for parents?
Shannon Cain
In teaching things to children
against the express consent of

—

—

restrictions

parents will have the right to
bring their children up in whatever ideals they believe in? Isn't

parents?

endorsements
To the editor:
As a politically concerned student group at S.U., the Young
Democrats urge all students to
support the following slate of
candidates for ASSU offices.
HaroldNelson president
Greg Camden secondvice
president (write-in)
Jan Flom— —secretary
Tim Sullivan treasurer
Following "Meet the Candidates" in the Library Auditorium yesterday, we have come
to the conclusion that Harold
Nelson and Greg Camden have
the experience, ability, and desire to work most effectively for
the students of Seattle University. Jan Flom and Tim Sullivan have the capabilities to perform well in these more or less
administrative positions.
Please vote and demonstrate
that you do care about Seattle
University.

——

Hopefully,
The Young Democrats of
S.U.

To the editor:
In Tuesday's Spectator there

NOTICE TO
CONTRIBUTORS
The Spectator wishes to remind contributors that letters to the editor should be
a maximum of 200 words,
typed double spaced andhave
a written signature.
Sounding Boards should be
submitted the same way and
have a maximum of 500
words.
All contributions which exceed the word limitations will
be subject to editing as space

was mentioned that a restriction was placed upon Bill Holland for illegaluse of campaign
material. The judicial boardhad
supposedly forbidden Mr. Hol-

land to use any form of campaign media until 6 a.m. Wednesday the 28th. Yet Mr. Holland from Monday the 26th has
had his signs up across the Bcllarmine 7th floor windows.
Obviously, if there was such
a restriction, from the use of
campaign media placed upon
Mr. Holland that restriction has
been ignored by Mr. Holland.
At the same time, another question can be asked of the first

demands.
Names will be withheld on

request.

ASSU not publisher,
judge of Spectator?

by J. Wright Hotchkiss
Iperceive the ASSU is perIcannot graduate from this petuating a tradition of suspiUniversity without making a few cion about The Spectator, which
Ihope doesn't rub off on the
facts publicly known.
The ASSU thinks it is both candidates.
publisher and judgeof The SpecThe Spectator does not opertator. John Peterson, ASSU first ate in a closet. Call the Washvice president, acts as if the ington State Grange Printers
ASSU has the absolute privilege and find out just how many hunto say what it thinks while The dreds of dollars they charge.
Spectator may be restrained
A LARGE percentage of the
from publication of any com- cost
of publication is borne by
the
of
ments at
toss "this is off advertising
revenue.
the record."
Look at the McCusker buildIN MY understanding, S.U.—
a privately owned organization ing. Money sure isn't being
run by the Jesuit fathers— is the poured into that ghost. It has no
publisher. The ASSU is an elect- drinkable water and may be
ed body (not God-given) for the condemned shortly.
management of students' social
The paper serves the minor
purpose of giving six credit
and financial affairs.
The Spectator's facilities are hours over a period of two years
owned by th c University. It's to anyone,any major, who wants
operating budget as a student to sign up and work. That grade
service is providedby the ASSU does not coltipensate for the 15annually.
20 hours the staff averages in
By public law the publisher the office a week. Ann puts in a
alone may dictate to his 40-hour week. Even cub reportpaper. The ASSU represents the ers put in a couple hours a
students as "stockholders" in story. That's a lot of time.
The Spectator. Stockholders may
WHY? WHAT DO WE DO? I
vote on financial matters but not invite the skeptics to follow a
staff member around on a Moneditorial.
THE ASSU must accept the day or Wednesday. Each specfact that The Spectator is run on trum, newsbrief and official anbehalf of students' need for in- nouncement represents a phone

formation about the S.U. com-

call or a rewrite from an office
handout.

munity. Ever in the reporters'
and editors' minds is the fairest
reporting of University affairs
humanlypossible.
The ASSU is one of many University activities to be reported, not the only one.
Iremind Peterson that as a
result of the New York Times v.
Sullivan Supreme Court cast, the
public life of any public figure
(politicalor merly newsworthy)
is open to fair reportingby any

A longer story requires setting up an appointment, doing
an interview, sending a photographer out, researching background, story writing, film processing and writing, proofreading of hard copy, gallics of type,
the first set up of the page and
the final proofing, hopefully by
II p.m.
But— persons aren't in, don't
have phones, don't call back
when the paper is gathering

newspaper.

Peterson, Iremind your soonto-be successor and the ASSU
body, you all are public figures.
The Spectator may quote you.
It is done in all fairness. If you
can prove coverage is false and
reckless, you've got the paper
over a barrel. Idoubt you can.

news.

WHY DO IT? Maybe McCusker breeds masochists. Maybe
we're dedicated to the cause of
supplying information to students about their University.
Maybe we think the students
need us.

An important announcement to every
student in the health professions:

NEW SCHOLARSHIPS
ARE AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
THEY COVER TUITION AND
RELATED COSTS AND PROVIDE AN
ANNUAL INCOME OF $5,300 AS WELL.
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If a steady salary of $400 a
month and paid-up tuition
will help you continue your
professional training, the
scholarships just made possible by the Uniformed
Services Health Professions
Revitalization Act of 1972
deserve your close attention.
Because if you are now in a
medical, osteopathic, dental,
veterinary, podiatry, or optometry school, or are working toward a PhDin Clinical
Psychology,you mayqualify.
We make it easy for you to
complete yourstudies.You're
commissioned as an officer as
soon as you enter the program,but remain in student
status untilgraduation. And,
during each year you will be

on active duty (with extra
pay) for 45 days.Naturally,
if your academic schedule
requires that you remain on
campus, you stay on campus

-and still receive your active
duty pay.
Active duty requirements
are fair. Basically,you serve
one year as a commissioned
officer for each year you've
participated in the program,
with a two year minimum.
You may apply for a scholarship with either the Army,
Navy or Air Force, andknow
that upon entering active
duty you'll have rank and
duties in keeping with your
professional training.
The life's work you've chosenfor yourself requireslong,

hard, expensive training,

Now we are in a position to
give you some help. Mail in
the coupon at your earliest
convenience for moredetailed

information.
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Court's abortion decision discussed
by James B. Reichmann, S.J.
By its recent abortiondecision
the Supreme Court has prepared
the way for the dehumanization
of American society. By refusing legal status to the unborn
child and hence denying it equal
protection under the law, the

Court has destroyed its credibilas an arbiter of justice.
Not only is its decision with-

ry

out judicial precedent but the

The stark reality is simply that
the human unborn is totally expendable, and can be cast aside
less humanely than even the unwelcome, numerous progency of
the family pet.

IS ALL THIS an exaggeration?
Is it emotionalism? Would that
it were! Unhappily, the hard
facts are cold and do not spell
out any other meaning. One's
reaction to them might somehow
reflect overtones of emotion, but
the translation of the facts is

reasons for its decision are more
unprecedented still. Since the
Court claims that none of the
arguments concerning the status piteously literal and accurate.
of the unborn are suasive,itconIn reporting the recent decicludes that ".
it is not in a sion the news mediamade much
position to speculate as to the of the Court's reference to the
answer."
first, second and third trimester
of fetal life. In general the meTHUS, by legislative fiat, the dia attempted to soften the true
Court has arbitrarilydetermined natureof the Court decision and
that the human fetus is not the brutal effects it is destined
really human, despite massive to have. It is crucial that all of
evidence to the contrary, partic- us understand exactly what the
ularly during the last four Court has ruled.
months of gestation. A more
If we do not, we may be lulled
grotesque application of logic it into thinking that this is a farwould be difficult to find in the sighted, landmark decision, and,
history of judicial proceedings. as an editor of the Post-IntelliIn American jurisprudence gencer recently wrote, that it is
only the infamous pred Scott de- a ruling which rivals the wisdom
cision can approximateit as a of Solomon! It was just such
miscarriage both of reason and fatuous comments which lulled
of justice.
the Germans into thinking that
What are the effects of the Nazism was deeply concerned
recent Court ruling? Put simply, with the true welfare of man.
the Court has ruled the abortion
issue to be a pseudo legal quesTHOUGH THE Court ruling
tion. As a consequence of the does divide the nine months of
Court decision any woman may gestation into three periods of
now obtain an abortion upon re- three months each, its one and
quest at any time, at any place, only concern, as the Court itself
under any circumstances, unless avers, is to protect the wishes
the individual states have them- and health of the mother. Thus
selves enacted legislation pro- the Courtruled flatly that during
scribing abortions after viabil- the first three months it has "no
ity (the 26th-28th week).
compelling interest" in whether
or not the woman has an aborCONSEQUENTLY t h c states tion, since there is not then
themselves are proscribed from thought to be any hazard to the
restricting abortions prior to woman's health! The Court furthat time by the same Court ther forbids any state from enruling for any other reason than acting legislationrestricting the
concern for the life and health "right" of the mother to proof the mother. Though organs cure an abortion during this peof aborted fetuses are now com- riod.
monly used in human transWith regard to the second triplants in those states where mester, the fourth, fifth and
abortion on demand had previ- sixth months, the Court has
ously been legalized, the unborn ruled that the individual states
child Itself now has no more may stipulate who may perform
legal status nationwide than has an abortion as well as the nature
the appendix, the spleen or the of the facility where abortions
gall bladder of its mother.
may legally be performed. Yet,
Having no legal rights, its fu- here again, the states cannot
ture is appended to the wishes contravene the new "law of the
of the woman who carries it. land" restricting abortions on

..

Students, faculty begin
Human Life Committee
Several students and faculty
members are trying to organize
a Human Life Committee on
campus, according to Mike
Nevins, committee head.
The committee would work in
conjunction with the Seattle Human Life Committee to try to

develop a respect for human
life.

£

ered.

FINALLY, DURING the third
trimester, the last three months

of pregnancy, the Court has
ruled that laws protecting fetal
life may be enacted by the individual states but only on condition that such laws permit an
abortion when ".
it is necessary to protect the life or health
of the mother."
Thus as far as the Supreme
Court is concerned even incases
where the baby is already viable
and is capableof life apart from

..

the mother, an "abortion" may

be performed if the mother so
desires.
If one is to make an accurate
appraisal of the enormityof the
lethal swath cut by the scythe of
this Court decision, it is essential that one recognize that
American law is now totally
open-ended with regard to the
unborn. There are simply no
real federal restrictions as to
when, where, how, why or by
whom a woman of whatever age
or status may be aborted. Nor
is any consideration given to the
other parent; and even married
women need not have the consent of their husbands if they
wish to undergo an abortion.

MOST NUMBING of all, how-

ever, is the realization that by
permitting the killing of the unborn up to the actual moment
of birth, the Supreme Court has
in effect legalizedsimple infanticide, for, under normal cir-

THE S.U. CHOIR, under the
direction of Lou Kelly, will sing
while Fr. James Reichmann
S.J., will deliver the homily.
Dr. Maury Sheridan and Ken
VanDerhoef, members of the Seattle Human Life Committee,
will speak at 8 p.m. Monday in
Pigott Auditorium.
They will discuss the scope
and meaning of the Supreme
Court's decision on abortion.
(Fr. Reichmann discusses the
abortion issue in the article

—

cumstances, the unborn is viable

after the seventh month.

Indeed, in the modern American hospital instances are not
rare where premature babies de-

livered even well before the 28th
week (7th month) have survived
and developed into healthy human children. Thus the Supreme
Court has now "legalized" not
only the killing of the unborn,
but for all practical purposes,
of the new born as well, for, by
conferring on the viable fetus
the status of "non-person," it
has placed it, too, beyond the
protection of the law.

THUS, IN ACCORD with the

new ruling, "abortions" can now

be performed on viable babies

by inducing premature "natural" deliveries and then allowing the legally "non-person"
babies to expire from lack of
nourishment and proper care.
The ancients had a name for
such a practice. They called it
"exposure" or

S.J., University president, will
be the principal concelebrant.

Indian artifacts on
display in Library now

"abandonment."

The Supreme Court, in the
name of an "enlightened sensitivity" to personal privacy and
freedom of the individual, has,
by its decision, obliterated the
gains Western civilization has
made over its pagan forebears
with regard to respect for human life, and presently invites
us to return to the ancient barbarisms of the past.
The unwanted unborn child is
now proclaimed guilty of the
crimes of society, and for its
guilt is condemned to the hospital sewer. By legalizing the
curette, poisonous salt solutions
and suction machines, an enlightened Supreme Court has
succeeded in liberating the
American woman from the ignominy and inconvenience of
childbirth.

photoby gary rizzuti

A. A. Lemieux Library observes American History
month (February) with an exhibit of Indian artifacts from
the Pacific Northwest.
The more unusual objects include a "squaw rock" (used
in warfare for mercy killings), a gambling stone, and a prehistoric camel's tooth.
The exhibit is on display on the second and third floors
of the Libraryuntil March 15.

Disillusionment causes
senate resignation

Ineffectiveness as a senator
and disillusionment with the
ASSU caused John Cummins,
senate seat seven, to resign in
a letter to Monday's student
senate meeting.
During that meeting, the senate established a publicity office
to replace the office of ASSU
publicity director, (hie person,
probably a work-study student,

Job interviews
set for seniors
through May 16
Several companies are holding
job interviews at S.U. for seniors throughMay 16.
Seniors may sign up for an
interview at the School of Business or see Renate K. Oestreich,
placement secretary, in the

wouldbe appointedby the ASSU
president to do public relations
work, not decision-making.

THE STUDENT would receive
$200 per quarter toward tuition

as opposed to this year's full
tuition scholarship, minus fees.
Pat Lupo, ASSU president, is
looking into the possibility of
receiving work-study funds for
the office. Lately such funds
have been limited.
Bob Holland, freshman class
president, was appointed 1974
freshman orientation chairman.
Holland explainedhe considered
his role one of an overseer, an
organizer.

HOLLAND WOULD like to see
more "townies" involved in orientation. He said this year's activities were good.
Sen. Nick Beritich proposed a
Credit
Union.
review
of the $10 deposit candiabove.)
required to pay to be
dates
are
Interview locations:
the ballot.
included
on
—
THE TALK is free and open to
Tomorrow Sea-Land Service,
opinion,
In
the deposit is
his
the public.
business majors, Library 107. discriminatory and improper
Students with any suggestions
March 6— U.S. Army Audit, punishment, Beritich said.
or questions about the activities
majors, Library 107.
business
or the committee are asked to
JUSTICES, WHOSE first conMarch 8-9— Boeing Co., busiJOHN PETERSON, ASSU first
contact the S.U. Human Life cern it should be to protect the ness majors, Library 107, 111.
vice president, pointed out he
Committee at 626-6248.
weak and impartially to adminMarch 30— Bank of California, felt the deposit was justified "to
ister justice to all, have shamed business majors and M.B.A.s, prevent garbage and thousands
us by their temporalizing ve- Library 107, 113.
of dollars of damage to the
April 5
Metropolitan Life, school."
nality,
by their lust for expediPREPARATION FOR SPRING
ency. Yet we, if we fail to raise any major,Library 107.
Beritich read a letter from
April 5
our voices on behalf of those
College Insurance Mary Ann Cummins, a candidate
who cannot yet speak for them- Co., any major,
Library 111.
for senate seat seven, in which
—
selves, incur the guilt of a still
April 12 Symmons Co., busi- she said she wouldhave to drop
greater crime.
ness majors, Library 107.
out of the race because she did
April 12— All State Insurance not have the $10 deposit.
"I find no guilt in this innocent man," Pilate proclaimed Co., any major, Library 111.
Peterson said he would acApril 18
to the crowd.""Therefore Iwill
New York Life In- cept a student body card inSTANLEY H. KAPLAN
9 chastize him! The seven judges surance Co., any major, Library stead. He had to have some asVST/
EDUCATIONAL CENTER ==£&A^fc
of Washington have taken Pi- 107.
Since 1938
surance the school would not be
May 16— Prudential Life In- damaged or littered, he said.
late's decision as their model of
justice. The time has come for
surance Co., business and liberBeritich withdrew his resolual arts majors, Library 107.
others to speak!
tion after discussion.
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THE COMMITTEE hopes to
set up speaker programs and
classes to accomplish their goal
of "re-education" of the University community.
Two activities have been planned for the upcoming week.
Tomorrow, a special Mass,
the theme of which is "The
Glory of God is Man Fully
Alive," will be concelebrated at
12: 10 p.m. in the Liturgical Center.
The Very Rev. Louis Gaffney,

"
"J

any other basis than the welfare and good health of the
mother. The interests of the unborn may not even be consid-
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Ghostwritten termpapers
by O. Casey Corr
OK kids, here it is:
College got you down? Want to make
the scene at the hop but you've got
to write 3500 words on the "Aggressive
Zebra-Striped Threat Display of the
Male Cuttlefish"?
Or do you want to get zonked on
Grand Funk tonight, but your theology
professor wants 16 pages on "The Dynamism of the Sacraments in Christian
Life"?
WELL DONT fret. Help's here, if
you want it.
Write On will write that 16 pages on
"Dynamism" for a fee between $32-64.
The charge varies because an original
paper, composed for one-time use, runs
at $4 a page. A paper that is on file
and used before at a different university, costs $2 a page.

"It1 s just between
the student and
his trip."
Melody Milner, an executive at Write

N.E. 43rd St., described her
organization as both a service to the
students and a "writer employment
service."
On, 1314

WRITE ON is a separatedmember of
nationallyknown Term Papers Unlimited, founded in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Write On has operated in Seattle for

three years.
Write On's papers have two basic
sources. Both are guaranteed to merit
an "A" or "B". The first and cheapest source is a pool of papers circulated
among the outlets of Term Papers Unlimited.Like all of the papers produced
by Write On, these essays are written
by free-lance writers, graduate students, out-of-work teaching assistants
and even professors themselves.
The only problem with the process
of circulating papers already turned in
is the chance that a professor will recognize the paper and consequently
flunk the student. This is avoided by
trading papers writtenin the East with
those writtenin the West.
THE OTHER processis the $4 a page
originalpaper. This paper is used only
once.
"Fred" (a pseudonym) is an independent ghost writer. A former S.U.
student, he doesn't want his name
known, only his phone number: PA
2-3973. Fred has been writing papers
for about two months. The money he
makes writing papersis enough for him
to live on.
"It takes about two days to do a 10page paper. If Ican crank out a paper
of that size in two days, and make $40,
it's been a goodday," Fred said.
"SOMETIMES Ireally get into a paper and spend more time on it," Fred
added. "Like one time Iwas doing a
paper on Nietzsche, and Ireally liked
the guy. If I'm enjoyingthe topic,I
take
my time and try to really discover the

guy instead of just writing the paper."
Like most ghost writers, the implications and morals of plagiarism in a university don't bother Fred.
"It's just between the student and his
trip. There must be some need for my
services, some necessity, to call me.
What it is, Idon't know. Maybe the university expects too much," he said.
"You take a guy around forty with a
family," Fred continued. "Now this
guy would rather spend time working
at his job or with his family,than working on a paper. All he wants is the degree. Most of my customers are older
people."

FRED HASN'T had any customers
from S.U. so far but he placed a few
three by five cards around the campus
advertising his services. (As of this
writing, the cards were torn down or
fell from their tacks.) Fred's hopes are
still high.
"Business will probably pick up when
finals start coming up," he said.
Besides his free-lance work, Fred also
works for Write On. He gets 75 per cent
of what Write On charges to customers.
Fred perfers to work on his own as he
gets 100 per cent of the fee (tax free).
"All of my papers are originals. I
give the customer the first, and only,
draft," he said.
FRED PLANS on becoming a professional writer of novels. For him, writing term papers isboth educational and
good practice to tighten up his writing
style. He thinks he's pretty good at
composition. Good enough, he says, so
his first draft is also the final.
As for the quality of his papers, Fred
said his papers usually get an "A" or
a "B".
"I don't get any complaints," he
commented.
Fred's methodof research isn't much
different from most students. "On a

"I usually charge
what the

traffic

will bear."
paperabout an author Iusually get the
actualbookI'm supposed to writeabout
and a few commentaries. Next, Itry to
get a general overview. Then Iknow
where to find the main point of the
book," Fred said.
"My writing style is sophisticated
enough to sound like Iknow what I'm
talking about, whether Ido or not. If
you write impressively it will really
reach the professor. If the ideas flow,
if the grammar is good, you're bound
to get a "B" at least," he added.

ANOTHER ONE of the many ghost
writers is Mike. He doesn't want his
last name known either because he's
the friend of an S.U. professor. Mike's
phone number is 282-0778.
Mike graduatedPhi Betta Kappalast

...

bought and sold

year from the University of Chicago.
Unlike Fred, Mike writes papers only
to supplement his income.
Mike thinks he should do something
"with all my A's. Producing papers
for a fee is better than driving a cab
or working at Skipper's Chowder
House."
Mike free-lances completely. His
rates are "variable."
"I USUALLY charge what the traffic
will bear or by how much Iknow of
the subject," Mike said. "If Iknow a
guy's in a hurry to get a paper, if he's
desperate, then Icharge him more because Iknow I'll get more. Research
also adds more."

Mike doesn't pursue his business too
energetically. He started two months
ago by placing ditto sheets around S.U.
and the U.W. He hashad only two customers—both from U.W.

To Mike, the ethics involved in ghostwriting term papers are relative to the
individual. "Ethics are a personal
thing. If it doesn't bother them (the
students), then it's ethical," Mike said.

MIKE'S SYSTEM consists of making
two copies of each paper. One copy
goes to the client, one to his personal
file. He says each paper is done originally and no one sees his file.
"I don't want to see anyone get
screwed up," Mike declared.
Accordingto Dr. William Guppy, academic vice president, there is "no official policy" regarding papers suspected of being ghostwritten.
"If a professor came to me with a
paper he thought was not written
" by
the student, I'd say 'prove it,' Dr.
Guppy said.
To Dr. Guppy any kind of plagiarism
is ethically wrong. He says if a professor proved a paper is not authored
by the student, "I'd have to let him
decide what action to take— fail the
student or return the paper."

EXPULSION FOR HANDING in a
phony paper is a delicate matter from
Dr. Guppy's viewpoint. "It's a very individual thing. The teacher should negotiate something with the student.
Kicking a student out would depend
entirely on the circumstances. Entering a source paragraph and not citing
it is not grounds. It is grounds for returning the paper," he said.
Dr. Guppy added that an entire paper
ghostwritten and handed in is still not
grounds for expulsion. "I don't think
that discipline should be vindictive."
Dr. Guppy favors assigning an "Incomplete" grade to a student proven
guilty of cheating in this manner. This
would give the student time to re-do
the paper and receive a new grade: He
on
said he is against flunking a student
the basis of one company produced
paper.
Cheating on term papers is "no new
thing," said Dr. Robert Larson, sociology professor.

"MY KNOWLEDGE of this dates

back to the early 40's and 50's when dissertations were being ghostwritten and
fraternities exchanged papers," Dr.
Larson said.
Dr. Larson considers this practice
wrong. "Professors are under the gun
to grade the student's performance. If
a paper is turned in by a student that
he didn't write, then the professor is
grading the student under false pretenses."
Dr. Larson doesn't use term papers
in lower division courses for two reasons.
"It's just too easy to borrow a paper.
Idon't see enough educational advantage to warrant its use (in lower division courses).

"THE VAST MAJORITY don't work
the entire term on the paper. They
usually spend a week on it. It doesn't

"It subverts the
learning process."
do the service for which it's designed,"
Dr. Larson said.
Inupper division courses, Dr. Larson
said there is merit in writing term
papers. If the student spends the entire term earnestly working on it, it's

beneficial.

Nationally, reaction to organizations
writing essays for a price has varied.
Last July the New York State Supreme Court issued an injunction
against Term Papers Unlimited, the
parent of Write On. The injunction prevented the company from transacting
business on the grounds it was "morally wrong
It subverts the learning
process and encourages intellectual
dishonesty and cheating."

...

THE UNIVERSITYof Wisconsin held
up grades, transcripts and degrees of
600 students whose names were found
in the files of one term paper company. The university placed the students' records on a "restrictive hold"
until the students could convince the
school they did not submit purchased

papers.

In Washington state, the Shoreline
Community College faculty senatevoted
unanimously to investigate firms selling papers. At the University of Washington, the Daily created a controversy
by refusing to accept ads from term
paper firms.
Anthony D. Calomeni, Seattle Community College professor, last year
sought to begin a file of suspected papers. The aim was a cross-referral system to enable teachers to confirm or
deny the originality of a paper.
GiovanniCostigan, U.W. history prosaid: "Selling term papers is
bad and immoral. These companies
aren't doing it for humanitarian reasons. They're doing it for money."
fessor,

Ski club meeting
The Ski Club meeting scheduled for Monday has been can-

celled.
The meeting was intended to
be the deadline for full payment
spring break trip to
iweitzer Basin.

tthe

NSTEAD, participants are
asked to deliver their full pay-

ment to L.A. 118 by 4:30 p.m.

Monday.
So far, 30 persons have signed
up for the trip.
David Donovan has been

awarded the coveted S.U. ski
club bota bag to use during the
break. It will be presented to
him on the train ride to Idaho.
For any persons still considering the offer, arrangements
can still be made and there are
spaces available. S.U. students
planning to sign up should do so
soon because the offer has been
extended to U.W. students to insure the maximum 40 persons is
reached.

PEACE CORPS

VISTA

ON CAMPUS
Apply now for summer training. Wednesday through
Friday, February 28 - March 2, Peace Corps repre-

Feb. 28 -March 2

sentatives will be in the Chieftain seeking seniors
and grad students in:
Liberal Arts
Science
Engineering

"

"
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VISTA is full funded for next year. Now what it needs
is YOU! VISTA reps will be in the Chieftain Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, February 28, March I, 2,
seeking seniors studying:
Psychology
Journalism
Sociology
Liberal Arts

*

*

*

VISTA: More than a job.
—an opportunity to help

Two vie for senate seat seven

Flom, Tobler compete

Mary Ann Cummins and Don
Ward will face each other in
the general election today for
senate position seven.

in secretarial race

Ms. Cummins, a freshman in
history, feels that many students don't like the senate.
She would like to be someone
who students could take their
gripes to. The senate as it is
now is "run by a bunch of A
Phi O's and I.X.'s," she said.
A LOT more clubs would be
organized if students weren't
afraid to go to the senate, she

said.

Jan Flom

Jane Tobler

Space limitations prevented the publication of the above
pictures in Tuesday's issue. Jan Flom and Jane Tobler are
candidates in the ASSU secretarial race tomorrow.

Khashogji write-in
for ASSU president
Omar Khashogji, a senior in
engineering, is a write-in candidate for the office of ASSU

Don Ward
"I would also like to work

towards changing the grading
system," he said.
like gymnastics."
"We should have student body
IF HE WINS, he would like meetings
MS. CUMMINS served in stu- to
to get all involved."
use his senate position as an
Ward, however, will not J>e
dent government in high school "input
to
coordinate
acsocial
attending S.U. next year, he
and helped organize several tivities."
said.
clubs.

VISTA: volunteerism, constructive

methods
me

feace

corps ana

to alleviate poverty

volun-

teers In Service To America
(VISTA) are designed to alleviate poverty through legal,
technical, educational and medical forms according to Darlene
Himmelspach, Pacific Northwest recruiter for ACTION, the
government agency encompassing a number of volunteer organizations.
With the concepts of volunteerism and using constructive
methods to change poverty, Ms.
Himmelspach joined VISTA and
worked in the inner cities of St.
Louis and Seattle.

president.

Khashogji did not sign up for

the post earlier because he only
learned Monday that he will be
attending S.U. next year as a
business undergraduate, he explained.

KHASHOGJI has a list of
things he would like to see accomplished if elected.
He would like to "do something about activities on cam-

pus."

"As it is now, three or four
people plan most of the activities. These people can't represent the whole student body,"
he said.

HE WOULD LIKE to conduct
a survey of all students to see
what activities they would like.
Khashogji would also like to
see a change in the representation on the senate. Instead of

Ms. Cummins is not sure of
definite programs she would like
Mary Ann Cummins
to see enacted. She invites stuto
dents come to her with ideas.
Ward, a sophomorein biology,
She would, however, like to is also running for senate posigive more money to "groups tion number seven.

Omar Khashogji
OTHER IDEAS include student participation in the rank

and tenure committee, funding

THE PEACE CORPS is based
on the idea of helping people
build and develop nations. In a
way, the Peace Corps is an
exchange program for Americans to learn about another
country and still fight against
poverty and ignorance, said

of women'sintercollegiatesports
through the athletic department,
Himmelspach.
a change in the grading system Ms.
The Peace Corps is in 63
having each senator represent and more students in the Acaall students, he wouldlike to see demic Council.
countries and volunteers serve
senatorsrepresent either classes
Khashogji feels that he is bet- for two years with a three month
or schools.
ter qualifiedto run than the oth- language and cultural training
In this way, he said, it might er candidates and says it would program prior to leaving for
theirdestination.
spark more participation.
be good experience.
VISTA and the Peace Corps
are ways for Americans to help
people while helping themselves,
according to Ms. Himmelspach.

—

SIXTH ANNUAL

CHARTER FLIGHTS
EUROPE-HAWAII
MEXICO-JAPAN
DATES

DESTINATION

FME

March20
March29 (one way)

Seattle-Brussels (on* way)
Seattle-Brussels
Seattle-Brussels (one way)

$135
$127
$135
$274
$262
$262
$262
$262
$262
$262
$262

■MPt

May IS
June 8-July 20
June M-Sept 27
June lMu|.20

Saattle-Hclsinki-Saattle
Seattle-Brusteli-Seattle
Portland-London-Portland

.

June 26-July 18
June 26-Auf 14
July17-Aug. 8

.

Portland-Brussels-Portland

Portland-London-Portland
Portland-Brussels-PortUnd
Portland-Bnisselt-Portland
Seattle-Brussels-Seattle

Auf 7-Au|. 30

Aug. 21Sept 26

'

HMMII
Feb. IMMarch5
March S-March 19 (full)
March 18 March 26
March 19-April 2(full)

$145
$145
$149
$145

Seattle-Honolulu-Seattle
Seattle-Honolulu-Seattle

Portland-Honolulu-Portland
Seattle-Honolulu-Seattle

New Full Travel Agency TRAVEL WEST
AllFlights on AMERICAN CARRIERS
MoacniUTS! km»m nwf Mocmiax

JOHN L. MAY

660 WILOWOOO BLVD. APT. 108
EX 2-5546 (LocalExchange)

ISSAQUAH 98027

Address
%VJ
<gfg% v

#yW

Ci
Telephone.,

* —zip

REQUIREMENTS for joining
are having a college degree or
experience in trade skills such
photo by frank beeman
as education or agricultural, be- A VISTA VOLUNTEER explained literature to an interested
ing a citizen with no major student. Volunteers are in the Chieftain until tomorrow.
legal or medical problems and
being over 18 years of age.

%/*W

(mfef
W/%^

Ms. Himmelspach is in the
Chieftain from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

until tomorrow.
Information may be obtained
by writing to Peace Corps/

VISTA 1601 Second Aye., Seat-

tle, Washington 98105 or calling
442-5490.

Land of My Birth'

Hawaiian club luau set for April 14
—

"Hawaii Ku'u Aina Hanau," Campion
Tower dining hall
Hawaii, Land of My Birthyear's
THIS
Hawaiian menu
is the theme for the 12th an- consists
of such mouth-watering
spring.
luau
nual Hawaiian
this
food as kalua pig (roast pig),
SnnnsnrpH
hv the S.I I HaSponsored by the S.U. Ha- lomi-lomi salmon, chicken long
waiian Club, this year's luau rice, poi, pineapples, haupia
will be held on Apr. 14 in the

CSHJDSESHS^S Discover theWorld on Your

I! SEMESTER AT SEA

W*m
I**»^|
£

"^*

■

~^L

Sails eachSeptember & February
I Combine accredited study with
i educational stops in Africa, Australasia and the Orient. Over 5000

students from 450 campuses have
already experienced this international program. A wide range of
|financial aid is available. Write
now for free catalog:
WCA, Chapman College, Box CCI2, Orange,Cal. 92666
:

f^l

(coconut milk pudding) and Hawaiian fruit punch.
As is traditionally done, there
will be a number of door prizes
given out during the luau and
some lucky person is going to
take home the biggest prize of
all— a round-trip plane ticket to

Hawaii.

Under the direction of Dave
Lum Lung and Kalei Ka, there
will be a much wider arrangement of Hawaiian songs and
dances presented at this year's
luau. In addition, there will be
a "fire dance" and "slap
dance" performed by some of
the students from Samoa.
TICKETS for this year's luau
go on sale this week at $5 per
person. Ticket outlets will be
located in Bellarmine Hall and
the Chieftain.
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Asian-American
experiences
to be discussed
in Campion

A public hearing by the gov- systematic discriminationwhere sonal cases of discrimination in
ernor's Asian-American Advis- policies, practices and regula- medical, educational and public
ory Council will be conducted tions have the effect of exclud- employment.
all day Saturday from 9 a.m. in ing or subordinating Asians,"
"These problems of discrimiCampion Tower.
according to Philip Y. Haya- nation must be seriously adThe hearing discusses Asian- saka, council member and chair- dressed by all responsible agencies, institutions, organizations
American experiences "regard- man of the public hearing.
ing either overt acts of discrimiand individuals," said Hayanation or of institutionalized and
TESTIMONY INCLUDES per- saka, who is also executive di-

rector of the City of Seattle's
Human Rights Department.
The council's report and recommendations will be sent to
Governor Daniel Evans.
Asians desiring to testify may
register at the information desk
at Campion Saturday.

EXERCISE
YOUR
PREROGATIVEDon't forget to
vote today!
Three locations:
LA. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Chieftain 9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Bellarmine 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
6
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break into triple figures;
Chiefs
SPORT wrap up season tomorrow night
Dons, Broncs contend
WCAC topdog status
Once again, it may be the
underdog who upsets the West
Coast Athletic Conference
(WCAC) applecart by defeating
one of the top two teams.
S.U. did it last week when
they beat Santa Clara while on
the road. Luckily, the Broncos
managed to climb back up to a
tie with the San Francisco Dons.

their home courts this season.
Those two contests take place
tonight.
Saturday night Santa Clara
visits Loyola. On Sunday afternoon the USF Dons will be
seen playing the Waves on West
Coast television.

by Evie Pech
The Chieftains broke the century mark for the first time this
season with a 101-77 dazzler over
the Nevada-RenoWolf Pack last
night in the Arena.
There were a number of aspects that combined to give the
Chiefs their win last night. One
big component was the number
of turnovers. The Wolf Pack
simply couldn't hang on to the
ball and ended up giving it
away 27 times. The Chiefs, on
the other hand, gave away a
mere six.

fated Wolf Pack in scoring with
a total of 23 points. Pete Padgett, fifth leading rebounder in
the nation, tallied 20 points and
the majority of the Pack's 41

rebounds.

Mike Mardian gathered 13
points for the team and Dave
Weber came away with 12.
It's swiftly approaching the
time for the Chieftains to let

loose of the basketball for another season and for a couple,
the last chance to play the game
in a red and white jersey.
Tomorrow, in the Arena at 8
p.m., the University of NevadaANOTHER ASSET was out- Vegas Rebels wrap up the seaNEITHER OF the two teams, standing ball handling by Greg son with the Chieftains.
Loyola or Pepperdine, canmake Williams. The big man, witn
THE GAME spells the end of
championship one contest remaining in his
USF AND Santa Clara will it into the league
career, played one of
season
action for both teams,
collegiate
they
But
be
playoffs.
can
a
maaway
dribble the ball
from home
offensively and with the Rebels well above the
his
games,
deciding
saying
in
who
best
jor
force
to terminate their season this
Chiefs in league standings.
defensively.
week. The Golden Gate team will go.
tossing
in
up
Santa Clara moved back into
Williams ended
willplay the Loyola Lions while
the defending 26 points and ripping most of
the Broncos have yet to face contention withDons,
by virtue the Chieftains' 28 rebounds off
"Bird" Averitt of the Pepper- champion, the
of wins against Reno and Las the boards.
dine Waves in Los Angeles.
With Rod Derline and Frank
Both of the Los Angeles teams Vegas. The Dons slipped to the
The Chieftain baseball squad
a two point Oleynick both keeping an eye has been turning out for indoor
are undefeated in leagueplay on Las Vegas team byweek.
out for the open man, the Wolf practice some time now and will
margin that same
One of the individual statistic Pack's fate was wrapped up.
play
the sun for the first
Lenzy Stuart, graduating time under
categories has recently been detoday.
put
along
Williams,
on
an
it
no
surwith
cided and will come as
According to
Ed O'prise to Seattle fans. William excellent performance. His hus- Brien, there are Coach
returnsparked
the team in several ing diamondmenseveral
Averitt took the scoring title by tle
this season,
a wide margin. The Chiefs' Rod instances, and the eight points among them
some standout
Derline is in hot contention for he earned were accompaniedby hopefuls.
some fantastic moves.
The S.U. golf team is still in the free throw leadership.
the process of reducing the turnTHE NEXT several practices,
"THE RIFLE" blasted his
AVERITT IS STILL the naout volume to a final six to compermitting, will be inweather
point
to
a
27
total
to
take
way
leading
college
pointmaktion's
pete on a varsity level.
tra-squad,
with the coach lookOn the basis of fall and spring er and needs only 59 more tal- high scoring honors for the ing to make the final cuts and
Oleynick
to
move
into
totaled
24
date,
six
are
lies
the
all-time
Chiefs.
top
rounds to
the
points and Ron Howard put in formulate a working roster.
Keith Williams, Jim Barnes, high scoring honors.
O'Brien had several comments
Arrangements for a possible 10.
Max Norgart, Gary Segai, Ed
about the team in view of perSanta
honor
of
got
playoff
Marty
between
Ron
Benett
the
O'Brien.
WCAC
Johnson and
In the Atderbrook rounds, Max Clara and San Francisco will moving theChiefs into triple fig- formances in the Connolly CenNorgart was the medalist with be finalized this week by con- ures. With ten seconds remain- ter Gym.
"We are going to be a good
ing in the contest, Bennett put
a 71.
ference officials.
team," he said. "With
league
only
night,
Other
in
basket
of
the
defensive
Broadmoor
and
action
this
week
his
At
Golf
Counsome work we will be better
try Club, Greg Segai led with a will see Nevada-Reno at St. giving the team 101.
Marvin Buckley led the ill- yet."
Mary's.
71.

Lastyear, the Rebels finished
fourth in the West Coast Athletic Conference, compared to
a third place finish for the
Chiefs.
Over the years the two
schools have been playing, the

'Rebels have taken two games
to one for Seattle.
IN THE JAN. 11 game this
year, the Rebels went over the
Chiefs by a 90-73 tally. During
that game, Greg Williams was
held to eight.
The Rebels scored an easy de-

cision over the Chiefs during
that contest, dominating them
from claxon to claxon.
The Chiefs cannot hope to
place above the Rebels in league
action, even by beating them,
but can look to ending their
season with a win.

Diamondmen work out

Golf leaders
singled out

THE COACH said that he felt
the team would not be hitting
as well as it has in the past, as
several of the real power clubbers were lost to graduation last

year.
A final roster and schedule
for the team is expected to be
out in less than a week.
In other spring sports, the tennis team has been working out
afternoons in the south court of
Connolly. A team roster and
schedule on that should be out
shortly, also.

THE PAPOOSES take on
Pacific Lutheran in a preliminary contest tomorrow.
They play their final game
of the year at 7:30 p.m. Sunday
in the south court of Connolly
against the Universityof Oregon
J.V.'s.
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Read on
easy book
before you
reodo
tough one.
Easeinto tough reading
assignments.Cliff's Notes
Q've y° ua head

.» start toward
tSEPtUTIKICt understanding
novels, plays and
than
-—Jrjm?jm poems. More
200titles always
available at your
booksellers Send
■—.

1^5^^^

<^5^5^5^5' for FREE title list

■MnHBH

add 15* and

we'll
Mf^^^H handy,

include a
reusable,

waterproof drawstring book bag.
Cliff's Notes,Inc.,Lincoln, Nebr.
68501.

See tP>e Iic^t.

Ecology...we're working on HI
During the past 14 yeansCliff's

Notes has used over 2.400.000 Ions
of paper using recycled pulp

Students of finebeer concentrateon Blitz-Weinhard,the mellow,flavorfulbeer perfected at theWest's Oldest Brewery. Blitz-Weinhard Company,Portland, Oregon.
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Opportunities

women

for

probed

Newsbriefs

choir

and

to

chorale

perform

Career opportunities open to
women
after graduation was the
S.U.'s A' Cappella Choir and
an address by Dr. Hartopic
of
day night at St. Bridget's Church, 5000 50th N.E.
Stephenson, associate proriet
p.m.
begins
at
8
The performance
fessor of management.
Students, faculty, staff and friends of the University are invited
The talk was sponsored by the
to attend.
AWS in conjunction with "Women in Change" month.
Chieftain Chorale perform Mon-

hawaiian

ski

trip

saturday

The Hawaiian Club ski trip, which had been postponed to a
later date in winter quarter, has been re-scheduled for Saturday.
Buses leave Bellarmine Hall at 8 a.m. All students who have
signed up and paid their fees should meet in the Bellarmine lobby
at 7:30 a.m.
Lunch is provided. Students will return to campus at approximately 5 p.m.
The officers of the Hawaiian Club regret the many delays in
scheduling this ski trip and hope that all club members will help
to make this a successful activity.
valuntrres

for

fircrest

A volunteer work program was initiatedby the Search program
Monday.
Fr. Gene Delmore, S.J., head of the Search program, proposed
the activity to a group of former Searchers at a Search reunion
Mondaynight.
Mike Connelly and Steve Acheson are coordinators for the
project. Those volunteering for the program will be working at
either Fircrest or a convalescent home.
Any former Searchers or other interested persons should contact the Chaplain's office (Pigott 301, phone 626-5901) for further information.

final

discussion

scripture

The last session of the Scripture class will meet in Pigott 303
at 7 p.m. today.
The final class will discuss the Biblical concept of Resurrection.
The series has addressed itself to the aims of miracles, parables and other genre of the Scripture.
All are invited to attend the session.
spur

fondue

party

Spurs will sponsor this year's first Spur-Frosh social Monday at
6-30 p.m. in the Town Girls lounge, Bellarmine basement.
The social will be a fondue party. All freshman women art
invited to attend.
The purpose of Spur-Frosh socials is to introduce freshmen to
Spurs.

Events

march 1-5
Spectrum

TODAY

Chess Club: 8 p.m. meetingin
Xavier conference room.
Spectator: 1 p.m. staff meeting in third floor newsroom,
Spec/Aegis building. Anyone interested in joining the staff is
welcome.
TOMORROW
Benediction: 3:10 p.m., Bellarmine chapel.
Transcendental Meditation:
1:30 p.m. lecture on the tech-

of

INDECIDING what to do after graduation, Dr. Stephenson
said it is a good idea to have
something in mind. "It doesn't

matter what you're going to do
—just do it and try. If you don't
like what you're doing then
change. At least you have a
good foundation since what you
learn in one field carries over
to others."
She emphasized that change is
good. Each time one changes
jobs, one should be learning.
"There isn't really a wrong
choice one can make because
you're going to learn from it,"

she said.
Dr. Stephenson suggested that
"what you decide to do is not
as important as your willingness
to devote yourself to it."

THE CHALLENGE now is the
necessity to become proficient.
Dr. Stephenson said two requirements precede proficiency: a
relatively average intelligence
and some ability for what you
are going to do. Desire, application and dedication are essenSHE ADVISED that a woman
tials, too.
looking
for a career should
you
get
good,
you
"If
are
away with a lot of other things. "pick a 'male' career."
She said many positions are
Competency is its own pacesetopen to women in architecture,
up
essence,
it
for
In
makes
ter.
science, engineering, techthe fact that you are female," law,
nology
and medicine. She also
she said.
and
There is no real reason, she said that jobs as mechanics
said, "if you know what you repair persons were widely
want and are willingto pay the available to women.
"Whatever you decide to do,"
price, that you won't have any
sshe concluded, "pick something
getting there."
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nique of TM. A. A. Lemieux Library, room 114.
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SUNDAY
Hiyu Coolees: 8:30 a.m. hike
WANTED: Ride »o California after FURNISHED b a c h e Io r apartment
MEN
WOMEN
to Dobb's Mountain. Further inincluded.
Work
a
Next
March 13. Call 682-2898.
Ship
on
Summer!
formation on the L.A. bulletin No experience required. Excellent
324-6916.
board.
pay. Worldwide travel Perfect .urnWanted: Beer Kegs
ROOM
RENT
_oni.|.in a nou EA o.
, FOR
mer |ob or career. Send $2 for interWill buy Rainier Kegs for $5 each.
MONDAY
0OA »$75
75 month.
2096.
Pt.
2049-HO,
Box
Washington
EducaSEAFAX
734-9427
or
AL
5-9026.
-nation.
Call
Students
ROOMMATE or house-sitter needed
tion Association: 7 p.m. inform- Angeles. Wn 98362.
■W^WI^^^^^^^^^^Ml
,.,,„„«
for 2 bedroom house off Rainier
al rap session in Bellarmine COUPLE WANTED to manage TtnUmmmlmimtl^KtiKM Ave. Funky, Cheap. PA 2-8257.

,,.

i

Chez Moi.

plex on Capitol Hill, rent reduction.

free utilities. Call EA 9-0118 evenings.

or SI56.96 per quarter. Many edu-

c.tional opportunities including four
different officer commissioning programs are available. Call AT 2-0100,
Ext 3233 for more information.

$1495. EM 5-8978.
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Edinburgh —St. Andrews— Aberdeen
Loch Lomond Glasglow Isle of Skye
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C / 1W FERSON BY < K^iAI>1AW HAGAR

AT THB OPERA HOUSK
Thursday, Friday 8 p.m. Saturday, 2 p.m. & 8:30 p.m.
TICKETS NOW: $1.90 to $3.50 The Bon Marche Ticlwt Office or
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GARRARD turntable with cueing
device, base and dust cover, sure
magnetic cartridge, value $100,
only $45. 524-7575.
VIVITAR UV— HAZE FILTER. 55 mm
unused, $3.50. Judy 626-6853.

-

STEREO— 50 watts, am fm multiplex, 8-track tape player and two
J
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Inftructo"
524-8256.
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EXPERIENCED TYPIST: Theses, dissertations, manuscripts, papers.
Electric executive: pica, elite.Car-
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'<^on available. Dolores.
SU

2-9872.
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285-3480.

SEWING machine, two weeks old,
Golden Sew, slant arm, stretch
stitch, zig-zag, built-in buttonhole,
25 year guarantee, value $289,
need cash $129. 524-7575.
70 TOYOTA automatic, real nice.

1

DRESSMAKING— weddings, formali.
specialty. Gail Mathiesen. ME 2-

FOUR girls for part-time on campus
work Monday and Wednesday evenings. Apply Saturday, Feb. 24,
Pigott 162, II a.m.-l p.m. or call

I

really like to do because

that is what you'll do best and
what you'll ultimately get paid
most for doing."
"Women in Change" month
ends today. Rev. Jane Raible
of the University Unitarian
Church will discuss "Career Development for Women" at noon
in the A. A. Lemieux Library
Auditorium, not the Chieftain
lounge as previously announced.

trouble

VETERANS TRY IT— YOU'LL LIKE IT!
Supplement your G.I. Bill with U.S.
Army Reserve paychecks. E-5, over
two years makes $52.32 per weekend
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NBofC has an easier way
to protect y° ur funds

* °

- °

No bones about it. An NBofC savings account is the
Wa tO Pr teCt y° Ur funds Y Ur mOney e3rnS
daily interest compounded daily and is available
wheneveryou need it. Openone today, -k t-m

.

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
F.O.. C

JLNJD> V>

ACCOUNTS iNSURED TO »0.000 EACH DEPOSITOR.

First Hill Branch: 1201 Madison Street

